Theoretical investigation of the He4Br2 conformers.
Full dimensional quantum dynamics calculations of the three lowest isomers of the He(4)Br(2) van der Waals molecule in its ground electronic state are reported. The calculations are performed using the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method and a realistic potential form that includes the sum of three body ab initio coupled-cluster single double triple [CCSD(T)] He-Br(2) interactions plus the He-He and Br-Br interactions. This potential exhibits several multiple minima, with the three lowest ones lying very close in energy, just within 2 cm(-1). Such small differences are also found in the calculated binding energies of the three most stable conformers, indicating the floppiness of the system and, thus, the need of accurate potential forms and quantum full dynamics methods to treat this kind of complexes. The 12 dimensional results reported in this work present benchmark data and, thus, can serve to evaluate approximate methods aiming to describe higher order rare gas-dihalogen (N > 4) complexes. A comparison with previous studies using different potential forms and approaches to the energetics for the He(4)Br(2) cluster is also presented.